An integrated calibration method of the imaging sensor and the fiber optic taper-caused distortion in an intensified Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) camera for the X-ray capture application is proposed. Generally, four kinds of distortions need to be corrected in this system: the column noise, the inconsistent pixel intensity response of whole frame, the nonlinear intensity response of each pixel, and the geometry distortion of whole frame. To conquer these problems, first, the column noise is estimated and subtracted from the captured image. The multiple measurement data processing method and the strip noise estimation technique are used. Second, a kind of two-step correction technique of the pixel intensity response is proposed to solve middle two distortion problems. The first step builds the ideal intensity response line for all pixels in image; and the second step estimates and compensates the correction error for each pixel by a polynomial function. Third a polynomial fitting method is also utilized to correct the geometry distortion. The RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSC) computation mechanism is used to improve the calibration precision further. The optic indices of fiber optic taper and camera are considered to assist the selection of key parameters of these calibration method above. Many experiment results have proved the correctness and effectiveness of proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The X-ray imaging detection system has been widely used in the fields of medical diagnosis [1] , industrial inspection [2] , or nuclear security surveillance [3] , etc. Generally speaking, the X-ray cannot be clearly observed by the ordinary imaging sensors, thus some indirect methods are developed [4] . Fig. 1 shows the sketch map of a kind of X-ray imaging detection system. An intensified Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) sensor [5] is shown here. From Fig. 1 , after the X-rays are radiated by the radiation source, a scintillator [6] is used to create the visible light; then a reflector can guide these light to the lens. Finally the X-rays
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhenbao Liu . can be observed by an imaging sensor. Regarding the intensified CMOS sensor, it has several components including lens, image intensifier, fiber optic taper, and CMOS sensor, etc. Because of the unstable manufacturing process [7] , the output response of each component will perform differently; as a result it is necessary to implement a series of calibrations [8] to correct the system output.
The calibration plays an important role in the designing and the manufacturing processes of X-ray imaging system. First, the complex and unstable manufacturing techniques determine that no one can produce two same camera components exactly. The inborn performance differences widely exist in different camera systems. For example, the CMOS sensors will have different dark currents [9] even they experience the same manufacture process. Second, more and more X-ray imaging sensors are utilized as the measurement instrument; thus it is necessary to know their accurate response performances so that the measurement precision can be guaranteed. Third, some data processing algorithms also need to use the camera parameters to accomplish their computation tasks. For example, regarding the pulsed radiation measurement, the intensity of pixel and the edge of pixel block always need to be estimated. These estimations have to know the accurate pixel response ability.
Many works have been done in the research filed of camera component calibration. In [10] , a laser beam and a CMOS camera-based 3D coordinate measurement sensor were proposed; the perspective projection model and the distortion effects were considered. In [11] , a neutron image intensifier tube-based radiography system was presented. A linear response calibration of pixel intensity was developed. In [12] , a heater self-calibration technique of fiber optic taper was introduced to control the shape of fiber. And in [13] , a voltage mode Fixed Pattern Noise (FPN) calibration method was designed for a logarithmic CMOS sensor. Currently, it is widely recognized that the development of calibration method should be related to the specific camera and its typical application. In this paper, an intensified CMOS camera is designed for the X-ray capture application [14] . After a preliminary test it can be found the main error source comes from the CMOS sensor and the fiber optic taper; thus the corresponding calibration methods should be developed.
An integrated calibration of the imaging sensor and the fiber optic taper-caused distortion in an X-ray intensified CMOS camera is proposed in this paper. Four kinds of distortions are considered: the column noise, the inconsistent pixel intensity response of whole frame, the nonlinear intensity response of each pixel, and the geometry distortion. A column noise [15] , [16] estimation and elimination method is proposed. A two-step correction of pixel intensity response is developed: regarding the first step the ideal intensity response line of pixel is computed; and as for the second step the correction error is estimated by a polynomial function for each pixel. Finally a polynomial fitting method [17] is also employed to correct the geometry distortion problem. To improve the computation precision further, the RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSC) method [18] is utilized. The fiber transmittance [19] , the coupling efficiency [20] , and the geometry feature [21] of fiber optic taper etc., are used to determine the key parameters of presented methods.
In the following section, first the characteristics of CMOS sensor and fiber optic taper will be presented. Second, the specific calibration methods will be given. Finally, some experimental results and discussions will be shown.
II. CMOS SENSOR, FIBER OPTIC TAPER, AND THEIR DISTORTION-RELATED PROBLEMS
A. CMOS SENSOR and FIBER OPTIC TAPER Fig. 2 shows the photos of a CMOS sensor and a fiber optic taper. The CMOS sensor [22] is a kind of component which can implement the information transformation, enhancement, management, and display tasks from the light signal to the electronics signal. Because of its manufacturing principle the CMOS circuit can create noise easier than other imaging sensor. There are two kinds of noise in the CMOS sensor: the stochastic noise and the FPN [23] . The stochastic noise includes the thermal noise, the shot noise, and the 1/f noise, etc. The FPN mainly contains the pixel noise and the column noise. In most of the time the column noise is very serious and it even can be observed by the naked eyes; while other noises will not bring that problem. Thus it is necessary to restrain the column noise [24] for CMOS sensor before it is provided to user. The manufacturing process of CMOS also influences its response effect because no one can make two same CMOS cells exactly. As a result the calibration of pixel response should also be done before it goes into service. The fiber optic taper is a kind of optic component which is manufactured by pressing lots of separated fibers together [25] arrangedly. After cutting, grinding, and polishing, it can transmit 2D image from one end to the other. Lots of arrangement methods are developed to make the fiber optic taper, such as the rectangle mode or the hexagonal mode, etc. Ideally, each fiber in fiber optic taper is independent to its neighbors and can carry information of only limited image pixels; then the taper can realize the image zoom in and zoom out functions. Because of the influences of fiber characters and manufacturing processes, the performance of fiber optic taper varies a lot. The first influence factor is the fiber loss, including the Fresnel reflection loss [26] , the absorption loss, and the interface loss, etc. The second factor is the materials composition of fiber. If the fiber contains the metallic impurities, the output of fiber optic taper will be colored. And the third factor is the manufacturing process degree [27] , such as the arrangement mode, the fiber filling rate [28] , or the state of the polishing end face, etc. 
B. FOUR DISTORTION PROBLEMS
Four distortion problems are considered in this paper. Fig. 3 shows the examples of them. In Fig. 3 , (a) is the example of column noise. The column noise belongs to the FPN; it mainly comes from the mismatch of column circuit. Image (b) is the example of the inconsistent pixel intensity response of whole frame. In (b), even the same light are projected to camera, different pixels will output different responses: the pixels in the image edge look darker. Image (c) is the illuminance response curves of five pixels. The horizontal coordinate is the input illuminance with 75 degrees; the vertical coordinate is the pixel intensity response. Here the maximum pixel intensity response is 4096. In many cases the camera user hopes the response of pixel intensity should be linear to the input illuminance then some measurement tasks in scientific degree can be made. Thus the calibration task is to correct the relationship between the input illuminance and the pixel response to a line. Images (d) and (e) are the example and the sketch map of geometry distortion: the shape change issue can be observed. This distortion mainly comes from the quality problem of fiber optic taper.
C. CALIBRATION EVALUATION NEEDS and CRITERIA
It is very hard to distinguish whether the distortions above only come from the imaging sensor or the optic component exactly. Clearly, both the CMOS sensor and the fiber optic taper will exert effects on them. When designing the calibration method, two issues should be considered. The first issue is this calibration method cannot be too complex otherwise it will affect the processing cost and efficiency. Second, the effect evaluation of calibration method should be designed. Regarding the first issue, the estimation procedure of calibration parameters can be time-consumed; however the implementation of them should be simple. Only the addition, the subtraction, and the limited multiplication are considered. As for the second issue, some calibration evaluation criteria are defined in this paper. Equation (1) shows the uniformity assessment of an image; equations (2) and (3) give out the similarity evaluation of two lines; and equations (4) and (5) show the evaluation methods of geometry distortions in the vertical and the horizontal directions.
where U k I means the uniformity of whole image under the k th input luminance; I i is the output intensity of the i th pixel; K is the total pixel amount of image;Ī is the average output intensity of image; I k i is the intensity response of the i th pixel under the k th input luminance; I k e is the k th input illuminance; a i and b i are the linear fitting parameters of the i th pixel; Er i is the linear similarity error of the i th pixel; L is the number of input illuminance; I k i is the estimated result of I k i ; D V and D H are the geometry distortion degree of an image in the vertical and the horizontal directions; the definitions of L c1 , L c2 , L s1 , L s2 , L m1 , and L m2 are shown in Fig. 3 (e).
In many cases, the fiber optic taper will lead to the geometry distortion or other inconsistency intensity response problems of pixel. That indicates the calibration technique can use its output image as a medium to evaluate its distortion degree; and it also reveals that the image quality [29] can affect the estimation precision of calibration method definitely. The image quality, i.e., the imaging effect can be disclosed by the Signal Noise Ratio (SNR) [30] of the output image, which is also related to the fiber transmittance, the fiber filling rate, the coupling efficiency between the fiber optic taper and the CMOS sensor, and the size of fiber optic taper, etc. In this paper the coupling means to use the optical adhesive to serially assemble the fiber optic taper and the CMOS sensor together. Equation (6) shows the definition of fiber transmittance; equation (7) is the definition of fiber filling rate which means a ratio between the area of fiber section and that of the fiber optic taper section; and equations (8) to (10) are the computational method of SNR.
where τ is the transmittance of fiber optic taper; O is the luminous flux of output light; I is the luminous flux of input light; K E is the filling rate of fiber optic taper; k 0 is a parameter; d and D are the inner and the outer diameters of fiber; η FOT means the coupling efficiency between fiber optic taper and CMOS sensor; A 2 FOT is the effective numerical aperture of fiber optic taper; T R is the transmittance after the reflect loss of the front and the back end faces; T A is the transmittance after the absorption and the reflection losses; T Medium is the transmittance after the coupling loss; s d means the output signal; η CMOS is the quantum conversion efficiency of CMOS sensor; snr is the signal noise ratio; n d is the estimation of CMOS imaging noise.
In engineering, in order to improve the final precision the calibration can always be implemented iteratively until an ideal result is gotten. The question is how to control the calibration process so that the time and the computation costs are reasonable? Since different cameras meet different distortion problems, an index should be defined to reflect the essential imaging character of sensor and control the calibration cost. An optic character index in (11) is defined, it can represent the imaging definition of both fiber optic taper and CMOS camera. In (11) , it is related to the transmittance, the signal noise ratio, and the relative size of fiber optic taper. The larger the transmittance is, the better the imaging definition of camera will be. The similar conclusion can also be gotten for the signal noise ratio. And the larger the relative size of fiber optic taper is, the worse the geometry distortion may be. Finally, the relationship between the optic character of imaging system and the key control parameter of calibration model can be built by (12) . Clearly, we can use the analysis result of imaging system to determine the key parameter, then the calibration cost becomes controllable. where FOT_Cha is the imaging definition of fiber optic taper and CMOS sensor; w is a weight; S B FOT is the area of big fiber optic taper section; S F is the area of fiber section; n is the key parameter of calibration model; and F( * ) is a function.
III. PROPOSED CALIBRATION METHODS

A. COLUMN NOISE CORRECTION
Because the intensified CMOS camera is used for the X-ray detection application [31] , a dark-field correction method of column noise is proposed. Fig. 4 shows its computational flow chart. The column noise in a CMOS sensor is related to the temperature and the exposure time. Since the proposed application can guarantee a stable working temperature, the exposure time is the only factor which should be considered. Equation (13) shows the proposed noise correction method of our camera. First, a series of images are captured in a dark filed when the camera works under the same exposure time. Here the dark field means no environment illuminance input is given to the camera. Second a standard column noise image is estimated. It can be calculated by the average of the captured images above. The computational equation is shown in (14) . Third, to decrease the effects of other stochastic noises, the steps above are carried out for many times, then lots of column noise correction results can be gotten. Finally, a data processing method in Table 1 can be used to get the column noise estimation formula (15) .
where I (t) is the correction result of column noise; I (t) is the original image; CN i (i = 1, 2, 3) is the column noise in its i th exposure time; ET means the exposure time; CN ijk is the column noise estimation result of the j th captured image in the i th exposure time, k is the experiment times; I_D ijk (j = 1, . . . , N ) is the j th captured image in the dark field of the i th exposure time; N is the maximum amount of captured images; CN ijk is the arithmetic mean of CN ijk ; σ CN ijk is the standard deviation of the arithmetic mean of CN ijk ; and CN i is the estimation result of column noise. The kernel designing thought of column noise estimation is to use the average of images captured in the dark field to represent the column noise. Unfortunately, because the existence of other noise [32] , this estimation above may not be precise. To conquer that problem, a repeated processing strategy is utilized; then more than one estimation results of column noise can be gotten. After that a classic processing method for the multiple measurement data (see Table 1 ) is used here and then the result in equation (15) can be gotten. Without loss of generality, the value σ CN ijk can be sampled to
. . , M ., and M is the maximum sampling degree of σ CN ijk . When determining the final column noise result, a stripe noise evaluation-based method is employed here: the stripe noise will be evaluated by the method in [33] ; that means M evaluation results (see (15) ) will be computed; and the one whose column noise is the weakest will be selected as the final correction result.
B. PIXEL INTENSITY RESPONSE CORRETION
After the column noise correction, the processed image is sent for the pixel intensity response correction. A two-step calibration method is proposed to solve that problem. Fig. 5 shows its computational flow chart. Because it is very hard to distinguish the influences of the inconsistent pixel intensity response of whole frame and the nonlinear intensity response of each pixel clearly, an integrated calibration method is designed here. The implementation steps of it are presented below.
• Step 1: the estimation of the standard pixel response First, the typical illuminance degrees are selected for the image capture task. In this paper the selected illuminance degrees are equally spaced. Second, a series of images will be recorded under the typical illuminance conditions above.
The uniform surface light source should be used which will guarantee each pixel can get the same illuminance input. Third, the second step above will be repeated for many times and an average computation method will be employed to get the estimations of the standard pixel response. Ideally, if each pixel is exact same, the output responses of them should be equal when the input illuminance condition is same; unfortunately, the fact is the pixels are totally different to each other. That will lead to the problem of the inconsistent pixel intensity response of whole image. Thus, on one hand, the average output intensity of whole frame (i.e. each pixel) is computed; on the other hand, the average intensity of multiple measurement results is also calculated. Then the standard pixel response under typical illuminance degrees can be gotten by (16) .
is the intensity response of pixel (i, j) captured in k th times measurement under the l th illuminance degree; K 1 is the maximum measurement times under the l th illuminance degree; M 1×N 1 is the size of image; I l k (i, j) is the intensity response of pixel (i, j) captured in the k th times measurement under the l th illuminance degree, clearly, I l k (i, j) is the processed result of the column noise correction.
The image pixel will also meet the nonlinear intensity response problem. Fig. 3 (c) shows five sampling pixels of that problem. Since we have gotten a comparable precise estimation of pixel output response by equation (16), Fig. 3 (c) can be redrawn: the vertical coordinate is replaced by the standard pixel response I_SD l k (i, j); the horizontal coordinate is the typical illuminance degree; and the least square method [34] can be used to fit a linear relationship between them. Finally, this linear equation can be regarded as an estimation of the standard pixel response. Equation (17) shows the computation method above. Clearly, since the same illuminance condition is inputted and a kind of average computation strategy (both the average in the whole frame and the average in the multi-times measurement experiments) is considered here, the fitting result will approach the ideal linear intensity response. The result in (17) can be regarded as a standard output for the following correction computation.
where I _SD l k (i, j) is the fitting result of the intensity response I_SD l k (i, j); I_L l is the intensity of input illuminance; a and b are the fitting parameters.
• Step 2: the error correction of the pixel response After the estimation result of standard intensity response is gotten, it can be used to compute the compensation error for each pixel. Equation (18) shows the computation method: we can choose images captured under the typical illuminance conditions randomly and use (18) to get a series of error estimation results of that pixel. Then a series of polynomial functions can be employed to fit the compensation errors in (18) for all the pixels in the whole image. The n-order polynomial function is considered here just to decrease the computational complexity of the fitting process. Equation (19) shows the computation method of that polynomial function. And after calibration, the output of (19) can be used to correct the error of each pixel. To evaluation the similarity between the standard pixel response and the corrected result further, a counter is defined in (20) : if the similarity between the results above is smaller than a threshold, the counter will add one. The counter will be used in the following RANSAC algorithm.
where D l k (i, j) is the compensation error between the standard output response and the practical output response; D lv k (i, j) is the estimation of D l k (i, j); c i (i = 1, . . . , p) is the parameter of the polynomial function, p is its order; Cou(q) is the computation result of the counter in the q th iteration, q is a number of image pixel, Cou(0)=0; Ts is a similarity threshold.
C. GEOMETRY DISTORTION CORRECTION
After the pixel output response correction, the processed image is sent for the geometry distortion correction. As a kind of light transmission component, the geometric distortion in fiber optic taper may happen, including the barrel distortion or the pillow distortion, etc. For the sake of simpleness, a kind of polynomial fitting calibration technique is utilized in this paper. When implementing the polynomial fitting calibration, a calibration board is designed. Fig. 6 shows its sketch map: the black points are the points marked in the calibration board; while the red points are the distortion points observed by the camera. Clearly, the distances between any neighboring black points in Fig. 6 are always known. When carrying out the calibration task, the calibration board will be put in a motion control platform. This platform can carry out a rotation movement. After leveling, the fiber optic taper will be used to take photo of that calibration board, then the corresponding errors can be estimated. To improve the estimation precision, the motion control platform will be rotated for many times; and the multi-times calibration will be implemented.
Without loss of generality, let us define the ideal calibration point is I_I(x, y) and the distortion point is I_D (u, v) , where (x, y) and (u, v) are the point coordinates of the ideal image and the distortion image, respectively. Then our mission is to utilize an n-order polynomial function to build the relationship between the ideal coordinate (x, y) and the distortion coordinate (u, v). Let us define u = f (x, y), v = g(x, y), and n = 3, then we can use the equations (21) and (22) below to build the relationship between (x, y) and (u, v) .
where (u i , v i ) and (x i , y i ) are the coordinates of the i th point in the distortion image and the ideal image, respectively; a i and b i (i = 0, . . . , 9) are the weights of the 3-order polynomial function.
The equations above can be written into the vector forms by equations (23) to (29) ; and then the matrices A and B can be computed by equations (30) and (31) .
A = a 0 a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 a 6 a 7 a 8 a 9 T where the data (x i , y i ) and (u i , v i ) (i = 1, . . . , m) are the coordinate values of the ideal point and the distortion point, respectively; m is the amount of the observation point; and clearly T is a known variable. After the estimations of matrices A and B, the mapping relationship between the ideal points and the distortion points can be built. Then we can traverse each ideal coordinate, find its distortion coordinate, and use the pixel intensity of distortion coordinate to fill the intensity of ideal coordinate. Clearly, not all the ideal pixels can find their pixel intensities in the distortion image; that means some holes may appear in the ideal image. To solve that problem, the interpolation technique [35] can be utilized here. In this paper, the bilinear interpolation method is used. Fig. 7 is the sketch map of bilinear interpolation. Equations (32) to (34) show their computation methods. After the distortion calibration, it can be found that the correction error cannot be avoided completely; e.g., the point recognition precision will affect the final error estimation: more than one pixels can be found in the imaging edge for even a very small black point in the surface of calibration board. Thus it is necessary to find a solution to improve the calibration precision furtherly.
where P 11 , P 12 , P 21 , P 22 are the pixels whose intensities are known; Q 1 and Q 2 are the first interpolation points; and M is the second interpolation point; f ( * ) means the pixel intensity function; x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 , x, y are the coordinate data.
D. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT USING RANSAC
A RANSAC-based calibration precision improvement technique is proposed here. The RANSAC is a non-deterministic algorithm which can be used to improve the performance of parameter estimation. It defines the outliers and the inliers, which mean the points that obey a kind of model and the points that do not fit it. When implementing the RANSAC computation, first it will select points randomly and use these selected points to estimate the initial parameters of a model. Second, the RANSAC will use this estimated model to test the left observed points: if the point can fit to that estimated model well then it will be looked on as an inlier; otherwise it will be regarded as an outlier. Third, the processing steps above will be repeated for many times; then lots of inliers and outliers will be created. Finally, the algorithm will evaluate the results of parameter estimation by the number of inliers and outliers: the model who has the largest number of inliers will be selected as the best result. Regarding the response correction problem of pixel output, the RANSAC can be used to compute equation (18) and (19) and refine the precision of estimated results: after the estimations of standard pixel response I _SD l k (i, j) are gotten, we can select the observation data I l k (i, j) randomly to compute the error correction estimation D l k (i, j); and then use the left observation data I l k (i, j) to test D l k (i, j). Finally, the index Cou(q) can be employed to select the model who can match the standard pixel response best. Regarding the geometry distortion correction problem, the RANSAC can be used again. When implementing this method, first, the calibration board is placed in a motion control platform, this platform carries out the rotation movement and then a series of image data can be captured. Second, we choose an observation image randomly from the data above, and use it to compute equations (30) and (31) to get A and B. Third, we can use the left image data to test the correctness of A and B. Finally, the arithmetic average of (4) and (5) can be used to evaluate the outlier and the inlier of RANSAC.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A series of experiments are implemented to test the validity of proposed calibration methods. The corresponding image capture experiments are carried out in a dark box: the output illuminance of light source in that box is about from 0.1lx to 5000.0lx. When the illuminance of light source approaches 5000.0lx, the response of camera will become saturated. All the simulation programs are written by C and Matlab on our PC (2.4 GHz, 3GB RAM). Fig. 8 shows the photos of experimental system and data. In Fig. 8, (a) is the photo of the experiment device which includes a fiber optic taper, a CMOS sensor, and the corresponding circuits; (b) is the photo of the motion control platform; (c) is the photos of calibration board, two kinds of calibration boards are used; (d) is the image examples which are captured in the same illuminance degree, the size of image is 1280 × 1024, its intensity degree is 4096; (e) is the image data which are recorded in different 75 illuminance degrees; and (f) is the images which meet the geometry distortion problems. In Fig. 8 (c) , the practical sizes of lattice in calibration boards are 1.0mm × 1.0mm and 0.5mm × 0.5mm; the lattice amounts of them are 26 × 26 and 100 × 100; and the precisions are both 0.001mm. From Fig. 8 (d) , it can be seen that even the input illuminance is same, their pixel responses will have differences; and the apparent column noise exists in these images. The stochastic noise can also be found occasionally. From Fig. 8 (e) it can be seen that the output responses of camera will become larger and larger with the increasing of input illuminance. From Fig. 8 (f) , the geometry distortions can be found. Thus it is necessary to calibrate the output data of this system. Fig. 9 shows some experimental data and results of column noise correction. In Fig. 9, (a) is a series of images which are captured under the dark field environment, i.e., the input illuminance is zero; (b) shows the images which are affected by the column noise; (c) presents the results of column noise correction. In this experiment, the working temperature of camera system is about 24 • C; and the exposure time is set by 100ms. Fifty images are captured in the same dark field environment. After computation, the formula of column noise estimation and its final result can be gotten; some results are shown in Table 2 . From Table 2 , by using the classic measurement data processing method (see Table 1 ), a series of column noises can be calculated; and then the strip noise detection will be employed to select the best denoising result. Finally the determined value of column noise for each pixel can be gotten. Equation (15) is used to get the denoising result for pixels in Fig. 9 (c) . Many experiment results have shown the effectiveness of this method, however in some cases the weak column noise still can be observed; then the following calibration should be carried out. Fig. 10 shows the corresponding results of pixel intensity response correction. In Fig. 10 (a) , the image sample that has experienced the column noise correction is shown; (b) is the visualized example of the average output response of (a), it is computed by the arithmetic average of images captured in the same illuminance degree; (c) presents a pixel response sample in (a); (d) shows the linear fitting result of the standard intensity response line for all pixels, i.e. the I _SD l k (i, j) in (17) ; (e) is the example of correction error estimations for pixels, i.e., the D l k (i, j) in (18); (f) shows the fitting example of polynomial function of one pixel in (a); and (g) presents two compensation results of intensity response correction, i.e., I l k (i, j) + D l k (i, j): the left image is the result in (a) and the right image is an result whose illuminance is brighter. The red lines are used to differentiate the processing results: the left regions and the right regions are the unprocessed and the processed image blocks, respectively. Table 3 shows the estimation results of polynomial function for some pixels; and the compensation errors between the estimated standard line and the observation value are also illustrated. From Fig. 10 and Table 3 it can be seen that the imaging details of processed images have been changed a lot; and their intensity uniformities have become better.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM and DATA
B. RESULTS OF COLUMN NOISE CORRECTION
C. RESULTS OF PIXEL OUTPUT RESPONSE CORRECTION
To evaluate the processing effect of pixel intensity response correction quantitatively, the equations (1) to (3) are used. Equation (1) can be used to assess the pixel response uniformity of corrected image. Fig. 11 (a) shows the results of that index. Equations (2) and (3) can evaluate the linearity error between the standard and the corrected lines of pixel intensity response. To implement that computation, first, we record the intensity response of each corrected pixel according to the input illuminance changes; second, the linear fitting method is used to estimate a line for the data above; and finally the error index can be computed by the fitting result and the estimated standard result. Fig. 11 (b) presents an example of corresponding experiment result: the blue line is the estimated standard pixel response, the orange and the gray lines are the curves after and before the pixel intensity response correction. In Fig. 11 (b) the blue line is almost covered by the orange curve; this indicates the good correction effect of our proposed method. Table 4 shows the computation examples of ER i (see (3) ). From Table 4 , it can be seen that comparing with the maximum image intensity 4096, the linear fitting errors of proposed algorithm are good; and all the fitting errors can be smaller than 60.0.
The RANSAC plays an important role in our proposed method; clearly it can improve the calibration precision of the original algorithm to some extents. Fig. 12 shows the experiment results before and after the application of RANSAC. Like the experiments that have been done in Fig. 11 , the experiments of pixel output response correction are performed here. In Fig. 12, (a) is the result of response uniformity correction of whole frame; (b) is the result of nonlinear intensity response correction of pixel sample. From Fig. 12 , it can be seen that the imaging uniformity and the linear degree of camera can be improved to a certain TABLE 3. The estimation results of polynomial function and fitting error for the pixels samples in Fig. 10 (a) . degree after using RANSAC: most of time the corresponding results of proposed method are better than those of method without using RNASAC; and in a few cases they are at least not bad than them. Some experiment results are also illustrated in Tables 3 and 4 to shown the application effects of RANSAC. Regarding the experiments above, the maximum iteration times of RANSAC is 120; the larger the iteration times is, the better the correction effect would be. However, the RANSAC will cost lots of computation resource. For example, if we set the maximum iteration times is 100, the average computation time is about 3 hours. Fig.13 shows the results of geometry distortion correction experiment; a 3-order polynomial function is utilized. In Fig. 13, (a) is the original image data; (b) is the processing results in (a), which have went through the column noise correction (left) and the pixel intensity response correction (right), respectively; (c) shows the results of feature point detection; and (d) presents the final result of geometry distortion correction. From Fig. 13 it can be seen the barrel distortion can be corrected a lot; however some minor distortions still can be observed especially in the edge region of image. In this paper, because the system user only needs our algorithm to process the image data in certain selected regions, and it is very easy to ask system user to select an experimental region which is larger than the interested region; then the correction results in the edge which are not good can be omitted. Table 5 shows some evaluation results of geometry distortion correction for ten fiber optic tapers. In Table 5 , the evaluation indices in (4) and (5) are employed; and the processing results before and after the distortion correction are compared. From Table 5 it can be seen that the proposed method can solve the distortion correction problem well to some extent.
D. RESULTS OF GEOMETRY DISTORTION CORRECTION
The RANSAC also plays an important role in this method. Many error factors, such as the leveling error of motion control platform, the non-perpendicular error of the optic axis of fiber optic taper to the surface of motion control platform, and the point recognition error of image processing algorithm, will all affect the final calibration precision. To conquer that problem to some extent, the RANSAC computation mechanism is utilized here. When implementing the image capture task for the calibration board, the motion control platform will be rotated 5 • each time; clearly, we can get 360/5=72 pieces of image. To add the amount of image data, the center of calibration board can be tuned. For example, if we move the center, i.e., the position of calibration board, for 3 times, then we can get 3 × 72 = 216 pieces of image. After the tests of some experiments, it can be found the performance of RANSAC can be acceptable if the image amount is large than 200. Table 6 shows the evaluation indices comparison before and after using RANSAC. From Table 6 it can be seen all the distortion evaluation indices can be decreased comparing to the original results to some extent.
E. DISCUSSIONS
As a kind of intensity measurement tool of X-ray radiation process, the intensified CMOS camera must be calibrated carefully [36] before it is provided to user. In this paper, we only focus on the distortion calibration problems which come from the CMOS sensor and the fiber optic taper. The output intensity of X-ray source in our application is comparable weak and fast; thus the sensitivity of this camera, i.e. the algorithm processing precision, should be high. One of our research motivations comes from the fact that the manufacturing quality of fiber optic taper is not as stable as that of lens or image intensifier currently. Many mature calibration methods [37] of lens and image intensifier have been developed in the past; however the fiber optic taper does not have any. Regarding our proposed calibration method, the calibration procedure will always cost more than 3.5 hours including the data capture, the image processing, and the system integrated test, etc.; while the application of it only needs several minutes. This computation performance can fulfill the application request of camera user.
In this paper, the optic character of imaging system can be used to assist the key parameter selection of calibration method; this processing step will surely improve the calibration stability and efficiency. Table 7 shows a parameter example of a fiber optic taper. According to equation (11), a new evaluation index of our imaging system is defined, i.e., the integrated imaging definition FOT_Cha. In (11), the weight w can be set from 1.0×10 9 to 1.0×10 11 in this paper. Regarding the parameters in Table 7 , except the CMOS imaging noise n d , other parameters can almost be determined when the fiber optic taper and the imaging system are manufactured and assembled. Here the CMOS imaging noise is related to the performance of CMOS sensor, the optical character of fiber optic taper, and the input environment illuminance degree, etc. For the sake of simpleness, we use the estimation of the average image noise to replace the CMOS imaging noise: the arithmetic average of the image noise assessed from all the typical illuminance degrees is considered here. And when estimating the image noise, the pixel intensity variance is computed.
A two-step calibration method is proposed to solve the pixel intensity response correction problem. In section 3, at least two parameters need to be determined to control the calibration effect and speed: the measurement times K 1 in (16) and the order of polynomial function p in (19) . Regarding the first index, it mainly influences the estimation precision of the standard response line; and as for the second index it affects the compensation effect of calibration algorithm. After a preliminary computation, it can be found: the calibration speed is mainly determined by K 1 because it decides how many images take part in the following computation; and the index p can be set as 3 considering both the computation effect and cost. Thus, we only need to discuss the relationship among the imaging definition index FOT_Cha, the image capture times index K 1, the image uniformity index U k I , and the linear similarity error index Er i . The variable U k I is an evaluation result under typical illuminance degree, its arithmetic average U k Iavg is used here. Table 8 , it can be seen that the parameters FOT_Cha and K 1 are some decisive factors to the performance evaluation indices U k Iavg and Er i : the first parameter can reflect the integrated performances of CMOS sensor and fiber optic taper; and second one can affect the fitting precision of standard response line. In engineering, sometimes the system user needs to evaluate the quality of fiber optic of taper and decide the image capture amount. To solve these problems above to some extent, we can accumulate some experiment data and build the relationship curves for them. The data in Table 8 vary a lot in order of magnitude, thus the data normalization processing [38] should be carried out. Fig. 14 shows the relationships among FOT_Cha, K 1, U k Iavg , and Er i . Two methods are developed to estimate the key parameters of calibration algorithm. The first is a table lookup method for engineering application. In Fig. 14, (a) , (b), (c), and (d) show the fitting results between K 1 and U k Iavg or K 1 and Er i when the same fiber optic taper is used; (e), (f), (g), and (h) are the results between FOT_Cha and U k Iavg or FOT_Cha and Er i when the image capture times is same. A 5-order polynomial function is used to fit them. When estimating the key parameters, if the expected imaging effect is determined and the fiber optic taper is manufactured, we can use (e) to (h) to select the distribution regions of U k Iavg and Er i firstly, and then employ the selection results above together with (a) to (d) to estimate K 1 approximately. Another method uses the complex mathematic tool. Fig. 14 (i) and (j) build the relationship among three indices. Ten fiber optic tapers are investigated; and the data after normalization processing are shown. The radial basis function [39] can be used to get the explicit expression of corresponding indices.
An n-order polynomial function-based calibration method is used to solve the geometry distortion correction problem. Similarly, we also hope to build the relationship among the integrated optic character index FOT_Cha, the order of polynomial function n (see (21) and (22)), and the algorithm evaluation indices D H and D V ; then once these relationships are created we can estimate the order of polynomial function by the performances of other indices approximately. Table 9 shows the original computation results of FOT_Cha, n, D H , and D V . From Table 9 it can be seen a 3-order polynomial function can get a comparable good performance for these fiber optic tapers. Fig. 15 also gives out the relationships among FOT_Cha, n, and D H , and FOT_Cha, n, and D V . In Fig. 15 , the data normalization method is used to improve the visualization effect of these data. The data of ten fiber optic tapers are illustrated. Like the methods presented in Fig. 14, the n-order polynomial function or other more complex mathematic tools [40] can also be used to build the corresponding relationships for this calibration method. With the accumulation of experiment data, the model in Fig. 15 will become more accurate in future. Our proposed calibration techniques have some advantages for the practical application. First, the proposed calibration method is simple, only the image data are utilized; and no complex optic calibration devices are needed. Thus the application cost of it can be controlled. Second, the computation complexity of proposed method is comparable low; no complex optimization computation [41] is utilized. The RANSAC is employed here however its processing efficiency can be controlled by the setting of proper iteration times. And its computation is also fit for the hardware implementation. Third, the expansibility of proposed method is good. Many image processing methods or statistic data processing techniques can be utilized to improve its computation precision in future. Clearly, the proposed methods also have some shortcomings. For example, the error estimation method can be improved for the pixel intensity correction; and a new feature point computation technique can be developed for the geometry distortion correction. In our next research step, more calibration data will be accumulated, and the calibration precision of our method will be improved definitely.
V. CONCLUSION
An integrated calibration method of the imaging sensor and the fiber optic taper-based distortion is proposed for the X-ray intensified CMOS camera application. Four kinds of distortions are considered: the column noise, the inconsistent pixel intensity response of whole image, the nonlinear intensity response of each pixel, and the geometry distortion of whole image. Three kinds of calibration techniques are developed: the column noise subtraction, a two-step pixel intensity response correction, and the polynomial function fitting-based geometry distortion correction. The RANSAC is used to improve the calibration precisions; and the optic performance characters of fiber optic taper and CMOS sensor are employed to determine the key parameters of the proposed calibration methods. In future more calibration data can be accumulated and other statistic methods can be used to improve the calibration effect.
